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Introduction

The present paper addresses extraction of information about languages of the world from digitized
full-text grammatical descriptions. The typical instances of such information-extraction tasks are
so-called typological features, e.g., whether the
language has tone, prepositions, SOV basic constituent order and so on, similar in spirit to those
found in the database WALS wals.info (Dryer
and Haspelmath, 2013).
Given its novelty, only a few embryonic approaches (Virk et al., 2019; Wichmann and Rama,
2019; Macklin-Cordes et al., 2017; Hammarström,
2013; Virk et al., 2017) have addressed the task so
far. Of these, some a keyword-based and some combine keywords with more elaborate analyses of the
source texts such as frame-semantics (Virk et al.,
2019). All approaches so far described require manual tuning of thresholds and/or supervised training
data.
For the present paper, we focus on the prospects
of keyword extraction, but in a way that obviates
the need for either manual tuning of thresholds
or supervised training data. However, this approach is limited the features for which a (small
set of) specific keywords frequently signal the presence thereof, e.g., classifier, suffix(es),
preposition(s), rounded vowel(s) or
inverse. Keyword extraction is not applicable
for features which are expressed in a myriad of
different ways across grammars, e.g., as whether
the verb agrees with the agent in person. It may
be noted that the important class of word-order
features, which are among the easiest for a human to discern from a grammar, typically belong
to the class of non-keyword-signalled features unless there is a specific formula such as SOV or
N-Adj gaining sufficient popularity in grammatical
descriptions. Keyword-signalled features are, of

course, far simpler to extract, but not completely
trivial, and hence the focus the present study.
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Data

The data for the experiments in this essay consists
of a collection of over 10 000 raw text grammatical descriptions digitally available for computational processing (Virk et al., 2020). The collection
consists of (1) out-of-copyright texts digitized by
national libraries, archives, scientific societies and
other similar entities, and (2) texts posted online
with a license to use for research usually by university libraries and non-profit organizations (notably
the Summer Institute of Linguistics). For each document, we know the language it is written in (the
meta-language, usually English, French, German,
Spanish or Mandarin Chinese ), the language(s)
described in it (the target language, typically one
of the thousands of minority languages throughout
the world) and the type of description (comparative
study, description of a specific features, phonological description, grammar sketch, full grammar
etc). The collection can be enumerated using the
bibliographical- and metadata is contained in the
open-access bibliography of descriptive language
data at glottolog.org. The grammar/grammar
sketch collection spans no less than 4 527 languages, very close to the total number of languages
for which a description exists at all (Hammarström
et al., 2018).
Figure 1 has an example of a typical source document — in this case a German grammar of the
Ewondo [ewo] language of Cameroon — and the
corresponding OCR text which illustrates the typical quality. In essence, the OCR correctly recognizes most tokens of the meta-language but is
hopelessly inaccurate on most tokens of the vernacular being described. This is completely expected
from the typical, dictionary/training-heavy, con-

temporary techniques for OCR, and cannot easily
be improved on the scale relevant for the present
collection. However, some post-correction of OCR
output very relevant for the genre of linguistics
is possible and advisable (see Hammarström et al.
2017). The bottom line, however, is that extraction
based on keywords has good prospects in spite of
the noise, while extraction of accurately spelled
vernacular data is not possible at present.
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Model

At first blush, the problem might seem trivial: simply look for the existence of the keyword and/or
its relative frequency in a document, and infer the
feature associated with the keyword. Unfortunately,
to simply look for the existence of a keyword is too
naive. In many grammars, keywords for grammatical features do occur although the language being
described, in fact, does not exhibit the feature. For
example, the grammar may make the explicit statement that there are “no X” incurring at least one
occurrence1 Also, what frequently happens is that
comments and comparisons are made with other
languages — often related languages or other temporal stages — than the main one being described2 .
Furthermore, there’s always the possibility that a
term occurs in an example sentence, text of reference title. However, such “spurious” occurrences
will not likely be frequent, at least not as frequent
as a keyword for a grammatical feature which actually belongs to the language and thus needs to be
described properly. But how frequent is frequent
enough? We will try to answer this question.
Let us assume that a full-text grammatical description consists of four classes of terms:
Genuine keywords: Terms that describe the language in question
Noise keywords: Descriptive terms that do not accurately describe the language in question
(i.e., through remarks on other language or
of things not present, as explained above)
Meta-language words: Words in the metalanguage, e.g., the, a, run if the metalanguage of description is English, that are
not linguistic descriptive terms
1
One example is the Pipil grammar of Campbell (1985,
61) which says that Pipil has no productive postpositions.
2
For example, Lorenzino (1998)’s description of Angolar
Creole Portugues [aoa] contains a number of references to
the fate of nouns that were masculine in Portuguese, yet the
modern Angolar does not have masculine, or other, gender.

Language-specific words: Words that are specific to the language being described but
which do not describe its grammar. These can
be morphemes of the language, place names
in the language area, ethnographic terms etc.
We are interested in the first class, and in particular, to distinguish them from the second class.
Except for rare coincidences, the words from these
two classes do not overlap with the latter two, so
they can be safely ignored when counting linguistic
descriptive keywords. Now, a simple model for the
frequency distribution of the keywords of a grammar G(t) is that it is simply composed of sample of
the “true” underlying descriptive terms according
to their functional load L(t) and a “noise” term
N (t), with a weight α balancing the two:
G(t) = α · L(t) + (1 − α) · N (t)
For example, if a language actually has duals,
L(dual) > 0, perhaps close to 0.0 if the duals have
low functional load, but higher if there is rampant
dual agreement. For most languages, we expect the
functional load of verbs to be rather high, perhaps
L(verb) > 0.2. The purity level α, captures the
fraction of tokens which actually pertain to the
language, as opposed to those that do not. (Those
tokens are typically of great interest for the reader
of the grammar — they are “noise” only from the
perspective of extraction as in the present paper.)
Suppose now that we have several different grammars for the same language. As they are the describing the same language, their token distributions are
all (independent?) samples of the same L(t), but
there is no reason to suppose the noise level and the
actual noise terms to be the same across different
grammars. Thus we have:

G1 (t) = α1 · L(t) + (1 − α1 ) · N1 (t)
G2 (t) = α2 · L(t) + (1 − α2 ) · N2 (t)
... ...
Gn (t) = αn · L(t) + (1 − αn ) · Nn (t)

Given actual distributions G1 (t), . . . , Gn (t) can
we get at estimating the purity level, αi of each
one? The following procedure suggests itself. Take
each term t for each grammar Gi and calculate the
generality of its incidence gLi (t) by comparing the
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Figure 1: An example of OCR output.

fraction in Gi (t) to the fraction of t in all other
grammars for the language L.
1 P
j6=i Gj (t)
n−1
i
gL (t) =
Gi (t)
For example, suppose Gi (dual) = 0.1 for some
grammar Gi . Maybe for two other grammars of
the same language, Gj (dual) = 0.01 Gk (dual) =
0.00, this term barely occurs. The term dual would
then have poor generality gLi (dual) = 21 · (0.00 +
0.01) = 0.005. Grammars with lots of terms with
poor generality have a high level of noise, and,
conversely, grammars where all terms have a reciprocated proportion in other grammars are pure,
devoid of noise. Thus, αi can be gauged as:
P i
g (t)
αi = P L
Gi (t)
We now return to the question “how frequent is
frequent enough?”. We can now rephrase this as:
does the frequency of a term in a grammar exceed
its noise level (1-α)? Given that we know αi for a
grammar Gi , let us make the assumption that the
fraction (1-αi ) of least frequent tokens are “noise”.
Simply subtracting the fraction (1-αi ) of tokens of
the least least frequent types effectively generates
a threshold t separating the tokens being retained

versus those subtracted. For example, the grammar
of Romanian by Cojocaru (2004) has an αi of 0.81
and contains a total of 83 365 tokens. We wish
to subtract (1 − 0.81) · 83365 ≈ 15839 tokens
from the least frequent types. It turns out in this
grammar that this removes all the types which have
a frequency of 9 or less, rendering the frequency
threshold t = 9.
Let us look at an example. Table 1 has a list of
grammars/grammar sketches of Romanian. Each
grammar has a corresponding α purity level as described above, the total numbers of tokens, and the
frequency threshold t induced by α and the token
distribution. The last three columns concern the
keywords masculine, feminine and neuter
respectively. The cells contain the frequency of
the corresponding keyword, as well as the fraction
of pages on which it occurs. The fraction page
occurrences is, of course, similar to, and highly
correlated with the fraction of tokens but is often
easier to interpret intuitively. Thus, for example,
in Cojocaru (2004) the term masculine occurs
240 times in total, distributed onto 74 of the total
184 pages (≈ 0.40). The cells with a frequency
that exceeds the threshold t for their corresponding
grammar are shown in green, indicating that the
keyword in question is probably genuinely describ-

Romanian [ron]
Grammar
Cojocaru 2004
Murrell
and
Ştefănescu
Drăgăneşti 1970
Gönczöl-Davies
2008
Agard 1958
Mallinson 1988
Mallinson 1986
Majority consensus

α
0.81
0.72

P

Gi (t)
83365
95226

t
9
13

masculine
240 0.40 (74/184)
3 0.01 (3/424)

feminine
259 0.46 (84/184)
5 0.01 (5/424)

neuter
124 0.23 (43/184)
4 0.01 (3/424)

0.68

45423

9

63 0.13 (30/233)

75 0.15 (34/233)

23 0.06 (13/233)

0.68
0.66
0.82

51239
11019
105018

9
4
6

23 0.08 (10/123)
18 0.30 (9/30)
119 0.15 (57/375)
1

28 0.08 (10/123)
18 0.23 (7/30)
110 0.12 (46/375)
1

0 0.00 (0/123)
18 0.17 (5/30)
25 0.03 (11/375)
1

Table 1: Example grammars of Romanian and the frequencies of the keywords masculine, feminine and
neuter.

ing the language. In this case, by majority consensus, we can infer that the language Romanian
[ron] does have all three of masculine, feminine
and neuter.
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Evaluation

Thanks to a large manually elaborated database of
classifier languages we were able to do a formal
evaluation of extraction accuracy for this feature.
We extracted the feature classifier(s) from
7 284 grammars/grammar sketches written in English spanning 3 220 languages. Each language
was assessed as per the majority vote of the extraction result of each individual description, with ties
broken in favour of a positive result. For languages
where only one description exists, the noise-level
was taken to be the average noise-level of grammars of other languages of similar size. A comparison between the Gold Standard database and
the extracted data is shown in Table 2. The overall
accuracy is 89.1%, to be compared with human
inter-coder agreement on similar tasks (85.9% or
lower, as per (Donohue, 2006) and (Plank, 2009,
67-68)).
Gold Standard
False
True
True
False

Keyword-Spotting
False
True
False
True

5

Conclusion

We have described a novel approach to the extraction of linguistic information from descriptive
grammars. The method requires only a keyword,
but no manual tuning of thresholds or annotated
training data. However, the approach can only address information that is associated with an enumerable set of specific keywords. When this is the case,
a broad evaluation shows that the results match or
exceed the far more time-consuming manual curation by humans.
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